Abstract: Diffraction imaging in far-field can detect 3D morphological features of an object for its coherent nature. We describe methods for accurate calculation and analysis of diffraction images of scatterers of single and double spheres by an imaging unit based on microscope objective at non-conjugate positions. Quantitative study of the calculated diffraction imaging in spectral domain has been performed to assess the resolving power of diffraction imaging. It has been shown numerically that with coherent illumination of 532nm in wavelength the imaging unit can resolve single spheres of 2μm or larger in diameters and double spheres separated by less than 300nm between their centers. 
Introduction
Angle-resolved study of elastically scattered light in far-field led to various tools for assay of micrometer-sized particles including biological cells by the contrast mechanism based on the 3D heterogeneity in refractive index (RI) [1] [2] [3] [4] . In comparison, imaging of coherent light scatter has been much less explored for the challenges to acquire and assess high-contrast images [5] [6] [7] [8] . In recent years, we have developed a diffraction imaging flow cytometry (DIFC) method for measurement of high-contrast images from micrometer-sized particles carried by a laminar flow through the focus of an incident laser beam [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . The essential design of DIFC imaging unit contains an infinity-corrected microscope objective of 0.55 in numerical aperture (NA), a tube lens and an imaging sensor placed at its focal plane Γ im as illustrated in Fig. 1(A) . Previously we have developed and validated a method for accurate simulation of diffraction imaging process combining a vector wave model on light scattering and a geometric model for tracing the "rays" through the imaging unit [14, 15] . The new method can reproduce the diffraction images (DIs) measured at non-conjugate positions by varying angular cone of light detection for enhanced image contrast. This variability, however, makes it difficult to determine the resolving power of DIFC because no analytical relations exist between field-of-view (FOV) and scatterer's morphology at a non-conjugate position. In this report we describe and apply a method based on the short-time-Fourier-transform (STFT) algorithm [12, 16] for analyzing DIs and finding the ability of the imaging unit to resolve small morphological variations in a scatterer made of two spheres, which is similar to the approach for deriving the Abbe and Rayleigh criterions on resolving two objects except that the spheres are connected in 3D space. Configuration of the DIFC system for DI measurement and simulations with an incident beam of λ=532nm propagating along z-axis (into paper): f.ch.=flow chamber; (B) measured DIs of single spheres in water with nominal diameter value of d=2.5μm (left), 7.9μm (center) and two spheres of d=5.7μm (right) at Δx=150μm; (C) calculated DI of single sphere in water with d=2.5μm (left) and 7.9μm (right) as I(y, z), n sr =1.588, n si =3.5x10 -4 , λ=532nm, n h =1.334 and Δx=150μm, dash lines indicated sampled lines Iθ in Eq. (1).
Method
It has been shown experimentally and numerically that the imaging unit for DI acquisition can record similar patterns of fringes or speckle distribution with the unit translated to an off-focus position by Δx > 0 [9, 10, 14] . Positive Δx corresponds to moving the unit, including its sensor at Γ im , towards scatterer from a focusing position, which is defined as the location with Γ im conjugate to the plane of scatterer at the flow chamber center. Changing Δx varies the angular cone for DI acquisition and allows for contrast and FOV optimization [14] . Examples of measured and calculated DIs of 640x480 pixels are presented in Fig. 1(B) , 1(C), Fig. 3 and Fig.  4 with Δx set to 150 μm. One can match easily the measured DIs with calculated ones exhibiting high resemblance for scatterers of single and double spheres. We ignored the effect of CCD noise in consideration of resolution here since the measured DIs are of high contrast with dark current noise less than 0.2% of full scale in sensor's 12-bit pixel output.
Calculation of DIs consists of three steps as elucidated by Fig. 1(A) . First, a scatterer is defined by its 3D distribution of complex RI as n s (r, λ) = n sr (r, λ) + in si (r, λ) with λ as the incident light wavelength. Elastic light scattering is modeled by a method of discrete dipole approximation (DDA) using a plane wavefield for the incident beam. We chose an open-source software ADDA which imports n s (r, λ) in a host medium of n h to obtain the Mueller matrix of elements S ij (θ s , φ s ) for calculation of scattered light intensities of different polarization attributes [4, 17] , where i or j=1, 2, 3 4 and θ s and φ s are respectively the polar and azimuthal angles of scattered light "rays". For simplicity, we limit analysis here to calculation of unpolarized DIs by S 11 (θ s , φ s ). Extension to polarized DIs is straightforward using other elements [15, 18] . In the second step, the scattered light intensity proportional to S 11 (θ s , φ s ) is projected to an input plane Γ in defined in Fig. 1(A) . Γ in is in the host medium of water with θ wm as the maximum cone angle from the x-axis for light detection and details of projecting S 11 to Γ in were described elsewhere [11] . Finally, DI is calculated by ray-tracing each pixel in the input image at Γ in along a direction defined by (θ s , φ s ) through a virtual imaging unit with the same design as the one in our DIFC system to produce I(z, y) at Γ im using a commercial raytracing software (Zemax, 2009). The ADDA based DI calculation for single spheres has been validated against Mie based results as described in [14] and measured DIs acquired with our DIFC system. All computations except ADDA and Zemax were performed with in-house codes built on MATLAB ((MathWorks, 2013a). The ADDA simulations were carried out with value of dpl (dipoles per wavelength) set to 20 and the values of RI for spheres and host medium chose as those of polystyrene and water for λ=532nm [19] . o . DI simulation parameters are given by n sr =1.588, n si =3.5x10 -4 , λ=532nm, n h =1.334, Δx=150μm, dpl=20.
For this study, we set out to quantitatively analyze the ability of DI on resolving morphological changes in scatterers of high symmetry or I(z, y) with oscillation in brightness. The STFT algorithm has been extended to transform I(z, y) into S(f, θ) in a 2D domain of frequency and angle. First, a pixel line Iθ is sampled from I(z, y) at an angle θ from the z-axis as illustrated in Fig. 1(C) followed by Fourier transform on Iθ after multiplication by a Gaussian window of width w. These operations can be described in continuous form as [16] ' 2 2 0 ( ' ) ( , ; ) ( ')exp{ }exp{ 2 '} '
where Σ' is the FOV over Iθ(z)=I(z, y) with y=y c +(z−z c )tanθ and (y c , z c ) are the center coordinates of I. After tests with different window width, we fixed w at 3 times of the mean pixel distances of major peaks in Iθ that yields optimized spatial and spectral resolutions. A clear sideband peak at frequency f s can be identified in |S(f, θ; z)| of DI containing oscillating patterns with this choice of w. Fig. 2 presents two examples of |S|. Comparisons to STFT on parallel lines of I(z, y) and 2D Gabor transform show that Eq.
(1) provides an effective way to identify a single sideband peak for characterizing local oscillations of different orientations.
Results

Single spheres
With 2θ wm =46.4 o as determined by the choice of Δx=150mm [14] , DIs of single sphere were calculated with d ranging from 1.0 to 8.5μm with step of 0.5 μm. These results serve as the baseline data for extraction of parameters from the STFT spectra to characterize the oscillating patterns with varying periods. As shown in Fig. 3 , diffraction images of spheres with d = 1.0 and 1.5μm contain no oscillating patterns due to the finite value of θ wm and thus no sideband can be observed in |S|. In comparison, as d increases to 2.0 μm and above, a sideband appears clearly in |S(f, θ; z)| for estimating d value of the sphere from the peak frequency f s . Since the fringe patterns in DIs displayed in Fig. 3(A) are symmetric to the horizontal direction, we present in Figs. 3(B) and (C) only the STFT spectra on lines sampled at θ=0. Due to the local nature of brightness oscillation in Iθ, sidebands exist only in STFT spectra of sampled lines windowed at certain z's. As the Gaussian window slides on Iθ, f s varies near the middle of the line and disappear at the ends. A figure of merit M s (θ,z) is defined for evaluation of existence and sharpness of a sideband in |S(f,θ; z)| as follows where f v is the frequency of the minimum or valley between the DC component of f=0 and f s . In cases of f v > f s , a sideband does exist and |S(f v , θ; z)| in the denominator of M s (θ, z) is set to |S(0, θ; z)|. Fig. 3(B) plots the STFT spectra at the value of z with maximum M s , denoted as M sm (θ=0) for selected single spheres and indicate the frequencies of f s and f v for the case of d=5.0μm. In addition to selecting z as the best window center for determining f s , M sm and associated f s can be used together as a compressed expression of the STFT spectra for line Iθ sampled from I(z, y) since M sm < 1 if Iθ has no sidebands. Both f s and M sm are plotted in Fig.  3 (C) to demonstrate a linear relation as expected between f s and d despite small variations due to the sensitivity of STFT to the variation of w and brightness [12] and other ADDA simulation parameters. It should be pointed out that the objective based imaging unit could increase its ability to recognize single spheres of diameters less than 2.0μm with smaller Δx or λ. But this capability is limited by the objective's NA.
Double spheres
We calculated and analyzed the changes in the fringe patterns of DIs by two spheres of same d=3.0μm and RI values but different C as the center connecting vector. Direction of C is marked by its components along x-, y-and z-axis in integers and C(=|C|) gives the center-tocenter distance. For C < d, the two spheres merge into one stretched along C and can be used to examine the dependence of DI patterns on morphological changes and ability to resolve small changes. To characterize the 2D STFT spectrum of DIs, we obtained f s and M sm from each |S(f, θ; z)| and use them as a compressed presentation of |S|. Different C vectors were used and the calculated DIs were analyzed by the 2D STFT method. In addition, C was varied with step sizes at 0.075μm for 0.15μm ≤ C ≤ 0.75 μm and 0.30μm for 0.9μm ≤ C ≤ 6.00μm. Fig. 4 presents some calculated I(y, z) of different C ranging from (100) along x-axis to (111) in cubic diagonal direction. A careful comparison reveals that the scatterers of two spheres exhibit observable changes in patterns among the six directions of C in terms of pattern orientation and shifts of bright and dark fringes when C becomes larger than 0.3μm, which is confirmed by the different patterns in each paired plots of f s and M sm in Fig. 5 . Fig. 4 , these results indicate the resolving power of the diffraction imaging unit with λ=532nm should be less than 0.3μm or 300nm as a scatter is "stretched" in all six directions in 3D space. 
Discussions and Summary
The resolving power of DI for morphological variations in scatterers is poorly understood due to the complex relations between the changes and image features. The 2D STFT method described in this report provides a resource for such investigation. Analysis on DIs by single spheres clearly shows that the STFT sideband parameters cannot be used to distinguish small spheres of d=1 or 1.5μm. It should be pointed out that other image processing methods could be applied to extract pattern change among DIs by spheres of d < 2μm by, e.g., quantifying the size changes of the central bright spot. In contrast, the results with DIs of two spheres demonstrate the ability of DIs in 2D form to reflect a scatter's morphological changes in 3D space including the axial direction of imaging. Furthermore, each DI represented by a horizontal line in f s or M sm plot displays different angular variations (shown by colors) in Fig.  5 that could be used to detect small changes (stretched along 6 directions) in morphology. The results thus provide direct evidences that the objective based diffraction imaging has resolutions for morphological changes that are in par with the Abbe diffraction limit at about 0.5 μm on the lateral resolution of far-field imaging using conventional incoherent illumination and an objective of NA=0.55. We also performed additional study with two spheres replaced by equally sized cylinders and similar results were obtained. Even though the resolving power of DIFC is less than those of super-resolution microscopy methods [20] , the combined advantages of DIFC make it a valuable tool for assay of small particles and cells in terms of label-free acquisition, simplicity in design, fast throughput and automated image processing.
In summary, we applied a validated a method of diffraction imaging simulation to calculate DIs and developed a 2D STFT method for analysis of resolving power for an imaging unit using objective of NA=0.55. The results show that the imaging unit can resolve morphological changes smaller than 300nm for a coherent illumination with wavelength at 532nm.
